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Our Pilates InstructorOur Pilates InstructorOur Pilates InstructorOur Pilates Instructor    

Alison RobbinsAlison RobbinsAlison RobbinsAlison Robbins    

Alison is one of our remedial massage therapists 

and is now also fully qualified Pilates instructor. 

Alison is originally from England and then decided 

she couldn’t cope with the awful cold English 

weather and decided to pack up and start a new 

adventure down under. Her areas of specialisation 

are sporting injuries of all backgrounds, road   

traffic accidents and headaches/migraines. 

Alison’s qualifications are:Alison’s qualifications are:Alison’s qualifications are:Alison’s qualifications are:    

BSc (Hons) Sports Therapy & RehabilitationBSc (Hons) Sports Therapy & RehabilitationBSc (Hons) Sports Therapy & RehabilitationBSc (Hons) Sports Therapy & Rehabilitation  

Diploma Remedial Massage TherapyDiploma Remedial Massage TherapyDiploma Remedial Massage TherapyDiploma Remedial Massage Therapy  

Diploma Nutritional TherapyDiploma Nutritional TherapyDiploma Nutritional TherapyDiploma Nutritional Therapy  

Qualified Dry NeedlingQualified Dry NeedlingQualified Dry NeedlingQualified Dry Needling  

Qualified Vacuum Cupping TherapyQualified Vacuum Cupping TherapyQualified Vacuum Cupping TherapyQualified Vacuum Cupping Therapy  

Diploma in Pilates InstructionDiploma in Pilates InstructionDiploma in Pilates InstructionDiploma in Pilates Instruction  
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Classes We OfferClasses We OfferClasses We OfferClasses We Offer    
 

Matwork Matwork Matwork Matwork classes are done primarily on the floor 
using a Pilates mat, hence ‘matwork’. These 

classes are perfect for beginners and advanced 
Pilates enthusiasts alike.  Mat classes provide a 
foundation for learning correct muscle control 

during exercise. 
 

ReformerReformerReformerReformer classes are done on a Pilates reformer 
machine. Different series of movements on these 
machines target specific muscle groups. The re-
sistance that can be increased using these ma-
chines can create a more challenging workout 

than some mat exercises. 
 

CircuitCircuitCircuitCircuit classes are a higher intensity cardio class 
with the same Pilates-based focus on correct pos-
ture and controlled movement as Matwork and 
Reformer classes. Exercises are set up in small 

stations that are grouped to focus on body parts. 
 

When are the Classes? When are the Classes? When are the Classes? When are the Classes?     

 

 

 

How much do the classes cost?How much do the classes cost?How much do the classes cost?How much do the classes cost?    
Matwork Classes—$20 per class 
Circuit Classes  - $25 per class 
Reformer Classes - $45 per class     

    

Where are the classes held? Where are the classes held? Where are the classes held? Where are the classes held?     
We have a new purpose built studio area, 

which is where all our classes are run. An open, 
comfortable space, we are very excited to be 

utilizing this brand new space! 
 

How often do the classes run?How often do the classes run?How often do the classes run?How often do the classes run?    
Pilates classes can be  booked quite flexibly. 
Classes are casual and as long as space is 

available you are free to book into whichever 
time slot works best for you. 

    

How long do classes run for? How long do classes run for? How long do classes run for? How long do classes run for?     
Our Pilates classes, both Matwork and Re-

former, run for 60 minutes. The only exception 
is our Wednesday Pilates classes which run for 
45 minutes in order to meet high patient      
demand for Wednesday afternoon classes. 

    

What should I bring? What should I bring? What should I bring? What should I bring?     
As you will be exercising and working up a 

sweat, it is a good  idea to bring a water bottle 
and  a towel with you! Also if you do not have 
your own Pilates mat  we are happy to provide 
you with one. If this is the case please advise 
one of our friendly  receptionists so we know 
how many mats will be required. Alternatively 

we have mats available for purchase. 
    

What should I wear? What should I wear? What should I wear? What should I wear?     
During the Pilates class you will be stretching 
and moving around so we recommend that 
you wear something comfortable that will al-
low you to move freely. Don’t worry about 

footwear, classes are generally done barefoot. 
 
 

 

                            What is Pilates? What is Pilates? What is Pilates? What is Pilates?     
 

 

Pilates is older than you think! Started by 
gymnast, boxer and acrobat Joseph Pilates 
in  the early 20th century, Pilates has devel-
oped into a series of exercises specifically 
targeting posture, stability, flexibility and 

strength.  
 

Pilates is different from other forms of ex-
ercise (boot camp, etc.) by emphasizing 
the correct use of the muscles of the body; 
it is also focused on controlled, smooth 
movement rather than quick, explosive  
movements (weight training, etc). 

 

 

How can I benefit from Pilates? How can I benefit from Pilates? How can I benefit from Pilates? How can I benefit from Pilates?     
    

One of the upsides of Pilates is that it is 
able to be made very easy or very hard! It 
is therefore suitable for a large range of 
people, from athletes looking to work on 
flexibility and control to the person who 
hasn’t exercised for a while and is looking 
to get back into it, and everyone in be-

tween! If you are unsure if Pilates is for you, 
have a chat with our friendly front desk 
staff and they will be happy to discuss the       

options available to you.  

FAQ’sFAQ’sFAQ’sFAQ’s    

MATWORK MATWORK MATWORK MATWORK     

Monday 6:00am—7:00am  

Tuesday 6:30am—7:30am  

CIRCUITCIRCUITCIRCUITCIRCUIT    

Wednesday 5.45pm—6.30pm 

REFORMERREFORMERREFORMERREFORMER 

Wednesday 6:00am—7:00am 

Wednesday 4.45pm—5.30pm 

Thursday 6:30am—7:30am  


